
elizabeth.priaulx
Note
Please delete "Training and Advocacy Support Center"...and it should say National Disability Rights Network.  Thanks.











elizabeth.priaulx
Note
CMS has recognized the connection between access to medicaid coverage and a State's ability to comply with Olmstead.  In its policy letter....CMS has directed states to remove Medicaid policies that create barriers to independence and employment.  CMS has also recognized that technology and DME make it possible for PWD to participate in community living and activities.  

elizabeth.priaulx
Note
Delete from "The notion that a person would essentially never leave home...to Skubel cite on page 2 (Skubel, 336-7; Delete sentence beginning with Amici



elizabeth.priaulx
Note
We suggest switching the order of arguments.  It seems to us that Point III is the broader and more persuasive point and should go first.  Point II seems flow as a subset of the current Point III argument.  



elizabeth.priaulx
Note
We believe that the underlying meaning of this footnote actually needs to be placed within the text to help the reader understand the outline of your argument. We also suggest these changes to that statement:  The Court's determination that individuals not eligible for DME under HHS can use the exception process is also misguided because the States exception process does not provide sufficient due process. (note:  this statement may need placed directly above point II or elsewhere)





elizabeth.priaulx
Note
Jim---read this is conjuction with the note under part D. below.   We are suggesting eliminating section D as its own section and integrating its contents into this section. Specifically, we suggest deleted the first paragraph  and moving the second paragraph (This homebound requirement essentially creates a wall...) to this position with some slight edits to make it fit with the flow of this paragraph.  



elizabeth.priaulx
Note
Jim, we think this argument is best left as a reply argument if needed.  Otherwise we are providing them with an argument that they have not yet thought of or raised.  We think its dangerous to put it in the minds of the Defendants and the Court. Further, it takes away from the stronger more critical arguments. 



elizabeth.priaulx
Note





elizabeth.priaulx
Note
suggested change to title:  DME is a Required Medicaid Service and Missouri May Not limit DME for Non-Medical reasons, or limit access Based Solely on Disability.  

elizabeth.priaulx
Note
Is there a way to explain this in a more direct manner. Personally, I do not follow the statute here.  Perhaps writing it in your own words with statutory cites would help.  





elizabeth.priaulx
Note
Cite or take out.  



elizabeth.priaulx
Note
The paragraph "In Beal v. Doe the Court elucidated these requirements...We believe that the sent re: "unnecessary services" confusing the issue. We suggest taking it out and starting with the quote "serious statutory..."  













elizabeth.priaulx
Note
  Suggested title:  Missouri's Exception Process Violates Federal Law and will Lead to Unnecessary Pain and Suffering

elizabeth.priaulx
Note
(this may need some re-wording, but some suggested language for a punching beginning is:  Despite the lower Court's finding that the exception is an safeguard for Recipients, in fact, as we outline below, this process is wholly inadequate.  Very few people currently relying on DME will be able to avail themselves of this overly burdensome process. 



























elizabeth.priaulx
Note
please delete the :Training and advocacy support center---it shoudl just be NDRN




